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ABSTRACT
The role of services in manufacturing is increasing. Service becomes
a value addition to the products offered. A product-service system
(PSS) is a tangible manifestation of the integration of services and
products. However, the integration of products and services must
still ensure the quality of PSS. This paper aims to review the devel-
opment of research related to the quality of PSS where products
and services are considered as an integral part of the integration
results. Previous research investigations were carried out by collect-
ing journals discussing PSS. The quality of PSS was then discussed,
and its mapping to the quality dimension. The mapping shows
the research clusters that can be examined for emerging trends
in research and potential future research. Those potential future
researches are related to the dimension of reliability, durability,
serviceability, aesthetic, and perceived quality.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Along with the increasing trend of servitization, The Product-
Service System (PSS) also experienced a proportional increase. Dur-
ing the last thirty years, Servitization and The Product-Service
System (PSS) have become interesting topics to be developed [1].
Manufacturing businesses have a tendency to integrate services
into the tangible goods, a practice known as servitization [2]. The
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Product-Service System (PSS) is how this integration actually man-
ifests itself [3]. In general, PSS can be defined as an integrated
system of products, services, support networks, and infrastructure
designed to meet customer needs, increase competitiveness, and
have a lower environmental impact than traditional business mod-
els [4]. Based on this definition, PSS consists of product and service
aspects. The dominance of product and service integration will
shape the category and character of PSS. Individually, products and
services have different characteristics. If these two aspects are inte-
grated, there will be interactions that can influence the development
of innovation between the two [5].

Therefore, managing PSS throughout its life cycle will be a chal-
lenge for the company. Companies will also face challenges in the
case of having to control the quality of products and services si-
multaneously. The existence of integration between products and
services often causes vague boundaries between product and ser-
vice itself [6]. Consequently, quality control policies on product and
service integration are becoming more complex. However, com-
pany must ensure the quality of PSS. The goal of this paper is to
look at how research on the quality of PSS has changed over time,
where products and services are seen as an important part of the
integration results.

2 METHODOLOGY
Based on the background that has been described, previous research
investigations were carried out by collecting journals discussing
PSS. Additionally, journal filtering is conducted. Thirty journals
addressing PSS quality were identified from the filtered results.
Understanding each journal’s contribution to the growth of PSS
quality research, the journals have been mapped into eight quality
aspects. There are eight quality dimensions used for the journal
mapping process, namely performance, features, reliability, confor-
mance, durability, serviceability, aesthetic and perceived quality [7].
Garvin, (1996) states that a product or service may score highly on
one aspect of quality while scoring poorly on another, because one
aspect of quality may be improved at the expense of another. This
quality dimension is also used for service quality dimensions [8]
and products [9]. With the addition of time to the research mapping,
it becomes easier to see how past research has changed over time.
Furthermore, journal clustering is carried out based on the topics
discussed. This journal cluster can be used to see in detail research
topics related to the quality dimension

3 LITERATURE REVIEW
PSS as a manifestation of servitization can be a new strategy in busi-
ness innovation. Service involvement in manufacturing provides a
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Figure 1: Previous Research Mapping ([22]; [23]; [24]; [25]; [26]; [27]; [28]; [29]; [30]; [31]; [13]; [32]; [12]; [10]; [33]; [20]; [21];
[34]; [35]; [36]; [37]; [16]; [17]; [14]; [15], [38], [18]; [19]; [39])

new package of offerings to customers in which the integration of
products with services is inseparable [10]. The second definition
of PSS that is widely used in the literature is the marketable set of
products and services that are able to meet the user’s needs [4]. The
integration of products and services also changes how companies
guarantee the quality of their products and services stays high.
Customers also always want qualified PSS. Therefore, a literature
review on the development of PSS research related to quality needs
to be done. This is an effort by the company to follow business
developments based on the development of customer taste.

Previous research reviewswere carried out by reviewing relevant
journals and clustering based on quality dimensions. The final
goal of this paper is to find future research opportunities based
on clusters of past research. Clustering of previous research can
be done based on 8 dimensions of quality for products or services
initiated by Garvin (1996). The results of the clustering of thirty
journals are as Figure 1. On the feature dimension, there are 20
studies about PSS quality that can be grouped into 5 research topics:
creative and innovative PSS development, sustainable PSS, customer
emotional involvement, taking human factors into account in PSS,
and smart PSS.

The densest cluster discusses how to develop PSS in unique
ways, such as design by involving technology [11], personalization
[12], and by using the TRIZ method, which emphasizes innovation
[13]. PSS design can also be done by conducting system modeling
[14, 15], optimization [16], and the use of big data [17]. From this
cluster, it was found that the design of service integration with
products should be carried out as early as possible in the early
stages of design [18] and the selection of service parameters should
be carried out systematically on existing product design methods
[19].

The next cluster in this dimension is smart PSS, which involves
technology features. This cluster has a wedge with the creative and
innovative PSS development cluster. These slices are research that

discusses the development of smart PSS by personalizing [12] and
research that discusses human factors in PSS [20]. Other research
on smart PSS clusters is the development of smart PSS by consider-
ing cyber-physical resources [11], and optimizing smart PSS with
function orientation [21].

The next two clusters are the sustainable PSS and the customer’s
emotional involvement in the PSS. Negash et al. (2021) developed a
sustainable PSS, taking into account the uncertainties in the pharma-
ceutical industry. Meanwhile, two other studies in the sustainable
PSS cluster discuss the design of PSS for small and medium enter-
prises [39], such as in herbal medicine companies [38]. Meanwhile,
research to explore emotional needs was carried out by Catulli
et al. (2021) through a social experiment; Pecorari & Lima, (2021)
through testing the relationship between experience and customer
acceptance; and Yang et al., (2021) through exploring emotional
needs on smart PSS. The next dimension is performance, which con-
sists of two clusters, namely PSS success indicator and evaluation
framework. Research on the PSS success indicator cluster discusses
the evaluation of PSS by capturing several success measures, such
as the environmental impact indicators provided [26], key perfor-
mance indicators of the PSS development project [28], and quality
measures of the PSS development project. PSS [29]. Research on
the evaluation framework cluster provides a management for eval-
uating PSS, such as a framework for evaluating innovation value
propositions (IVP) on smart PSS [27], a framework for engineering
PSS using complex engineering products and service systems [30],
and a framework for designing new PSS [31].

The next dimension is reliability, which consists of two studies.
The first study is related to efforts to create a reliable PSS through
failure analysis [23]. The second study is related to preventive
maintenance for PSS [22]. In this study, there will be an adjustment
of the method for the service aspect and its integration with the
product aspect.
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Table 1: Summary Information of Research Mapping

No Dimension of Quality Research Topic Amount Implication
1 Reliability Risk based reliability 1 High opportunity to be investigated

Preventive maintenance for PSS 1 High opportunity to be investigated
2 Conformity Statistical Process Control for PSS 1 High opportunity to be investigated
3 Durability Knowledge management for PSS cycle 1 High opportunity to be investigated
4 Feature Creative and innovative PSS development 13 Variative research topic but congestion

Sustainable PSS 2 Trending research concern
Involvement of customer emotion 2 Trending research concern
Human factor in PSS 1 Trending research concern
Smart PSS 2 Trending research concern

5 Performance Evaluation framework 3 Expanded research area for PSS
Success indicator for PSS 3 Expanded research area for PSS

6 Aesthetic - - Explorable new research area for PSS
7 Service-ability - - Explorable new research area for PSS
8 Perceived quality - - Explorable new research area for PSS

Another quality dimension is durability and suitability. This di-
mension gets the smallest percentage value. A study on the durabil-
ity dimension discusses the application of knowledge management
in the entire PSS life cycle [24]. Meanwhile, a study on the dimen-
sions of conformity was carried out by Guo et al. (2019), who used
turtle diagrams to analyze discrepancies that occurred in PSS, both
in product and service aspects. If there is a discrepancy, it can be
said that the PSS that has been designed is of poor quality and
must be repaired immediately to make it better. When viewed from
the year of research, this research is still relatively new. Thus, it
can be said that the development of research for the dimension of
suitability is still relatively slow.

4 RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Each quality dimension has a different focus. As a result, these
variations become reason why research on each of its dimensions
has developed differently. While each dimension has an impactful
role in the running of the company. This mapping will be useful
to know the development of research from time to time for each
dimension. Furthermore, research opportunities can be identified
to complement slow research progress. This previous research map-
ping can also be used to evaluate research equity on the topic of
PSS quality. Tabular 1 provides a summary of the information that
can be acquired from Figure 1.

Deployed research on the topic of PSS quality will be needed for
the availability of references that can support the development of
PSS itself. Thus, it is important to do a literature review to see the
development of research on PSS quality. The results of adding the
time variable to journal mapping are presented in Figure 2.

The intensity of the research is seen in the dimensions of the
features, so that information can be obtained that research related
to how to design or develop PSS to obtain appropriate features
develops from time to time, with an increasing trend in 2021. Based
on the 30 journals reviewed, it is also seen that research on PSS
reliability only appeared in 2018 and another study reappeared in
2020. This shows the lack of research that wants to be conducted
on PSS reliability. This dimension shows a very sharp decrease in

Figure 2: Timeline of previous research

the number of studies compared to the features and performance
dimensions. This can be used as a good research opportunity to
be developed. There are many research areas in the reliability of
PSS that have not been discussed. Previous studies can be used as
stepping stones for further research. Some of the things that can be
studied are the reliability of PSS and the preventive maintenance
efforts for some PSS characters.

Research developments in the dimensions of conformity and
durability have the same character. Of the 30 journals reviewed,
there was only one study dating to 2018. This shows that research
on the topic of durability for PSS is a rare topic with slow research
progress. It is clear that studies about the durability of PSS only
began to be published in 2018, and until now there has still been no
research that discusses the durability of PSS. Existing research on
topics like the role of knowledge management in making PSS last
longer and how to control PSS conformity can lead to new research
ideas in this area. Other research opportunities can also be carried
out on the dimensions of serviceability, aesthetics, and perceived
quality. Based on the mapping of 30 previous studies that have
not been seen, research related to PSS that discusses serviceability,
aesthetics, and perceived quality.

5 CONCLUSION
Based on the literature review and mapping of previous PSS quality
research, it can be concluded that PSS quality research is dominated
by the feature dimension, which means a lot of research on how
to design and develop PSS so that it can be accepted by customers.
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In addition, the slow development of research is shown in the
dimensions of reliability, durability, serviceability, aesthetics, and
perceived quality. Thus, future research can be focused on these
dimensions.
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